Training reinforcement extends the learning environment beyond the classroom to reengage participants with relevant content on a continual basis. Each element integrates seamlessly to create a powerful learning experience that accounts for the complexities of adult learning theory. These components aid participants in recall and application in the face of competing demands post-training; and helps to sustain improved performance long after the training event is complete.

**NEED A QUICK REFRESH?**

**CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:**

- Leadership Effectiveness and Potential (LEAP)
- Leadership Effectiveness and Potential (LEAP) App
- Building Career Navigators
- Developing a Program Manager’s Dashboard
- Integrating and Improving Enterprise Processes
- Miraculous Meeting Facilitation
- QUICK Performance Measurement Team Roles, Expectations, and Communications
- Strategic Planning and Tactical Execution
- System Dynamics Modeling
- Workforce Assessment and Planning
- Leveraging the DiSC Assessment

**COST: $1,000**

**ORDER A TRAINING REINFORCEMENT SESSION**

To order and schedule your training reinforcement session(s), please contact Janelle Millard, LEAP Programs, at jmm@transformationsystems.com or 571-384-0936. Payment via Federal purchase orders and Federal credit cards welcome.